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Introduction
Deloitte Consulting was engaged by the CFO of the City of Atlanta in January, 2009 to
conduct a pro bono assessment of the Department of Finance of the City and to develop
recommendations for improvement.
p
The p
project
j
focused solely
y on business p
processes and
did not review the financial condition of the City.
This document contains an executive summary and a detailed assessment and
recommendations for improvement. Findings and recommendations were based on
interviews and workshops with more than twenty-five members of the City of Atlanta
Department of Finance and operating departments
departments.
The scope and approach of this project was jointly determined by Deloitte and the CFO of
the City of Atlanta. We make no representation as to the sufficiency of our procedures or
the scope of the work.
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Executive Summary

High-level Issues – Department of Finance Role
Lack of strategic focus by Finance and lack of involvement and support for the city’s strategic
direction and initiatives
 Finance in the City of Atlanta has traditionally been a “heads down” transaction processing organization
 Finance historically has not been involved in strategic planning or other strategic activities of the City (e.g. revenue
planning, infrastructure planning, executive tasks forces, etc.)
 Finance is not seen as having a “business” focus, but rather strictly a “numbers” focus
 Finance
Fi
is
i nott seen as an “enabler”
“
bl ” or “catalyst”
“ t l t” to
t make
k the
th other
th departments
d
t
t more effective
ff ti and
d efficient
ffi i t
 The operating departments would benefit from being able to work with Finance as a business partner, but the focus of
Finance is seen as more regulatory and controllership
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High-level Issues – Finance Culture
Lack of performance management culture and customer service orientation in the Finance
Department
 Finance has not traditionally set internal performance standards or reported on its performance
 Finance is only major department that does not participate in the ATL Stat program
 There are limited standard service levels or performance expectations
 Finance has a very silo-ed organization with little or ineffective communication between departments
 Finance is not seen as having a strong customer service focus; customers are frequently “bounced around” from one staff
person or department to another
 Some finance processes, such as the recent budget process, are perceived as not having sufficient operating department
visibilityy and involvement
 There is not a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities of Finance and HR
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High-level Issues – Oracle Project
Carryover effect of residual Oracle ERP implementation issues continues to impact processes
 Transition and conversion issues presented a number of going-forward problems such as invoices that were not paid and
numerous insufficient funds conditions (due in part of unresolved encumbrances)
 Some remaining issues with the Oracle implementation continue to cause occasional problems
– A/P record lock problem
– Problems in applying some patches
– Deleting requisitions will sometimes fail to delete the related commitment encumbrance, resulting in lack of funds situation
– Some interfaces do not always correctly post to ledger
– End users do not have confidence in the accuracy and integrity of data in the ledger

 Old MARSG purchase orders continue to be referenced on some vendor invoices
 Adjustments to new Oracle processes still in process
– Training focused on detailed procedures for using Oracle system, rather than on the overall process
– Mixed adherence to standard Oracle-based processes, due in part to lack of understanding (e.g. receiving on PO quantity rather than actual
received quantity)
– A general lack of good process documentation has hindered the transition to the Oracle system
– While DIT has been training its staff on the Oracle ERP system
system, they do not have a significant amount of in-house
in house Oracle expertise
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High-level Issues – Oracle Processes and Controls
Overly complex and not well-defined Oracle processes and controls lead to bottlenecks and rework
 Oracle implementation moved Atlanta from a situation of relatively loose financial controls to very structured and stringent
financial controls
– No tolerance in invoice matching for any differences in quantity and price
– Some price variances due to not including items such as shipping on the PO, resulting in a mismatch on price
– Funds checking down at a very detailed level (lowest level natural account), while budgets not always allocated to appropriate detail account
– Results in bottlenecks, issuance of replacement POs, etc.

 Some
S
processes, like
lik receipt
i t off goods,
d nott always
l
followed,
f ll
d resulting
lti in
i bottlenecks
b ttl
k or rework
k
 Lack of complete documented policies and procedures for all key finance processes
 Cumbersome and complex reconciliation processes, made more difficult by lack of appropriate reporting (see below)
 Limited financial process re-design or process optimization was built into the Oracle design
 Oracle processes do not allow easy recovery from mistakes or other issues (such as an incorrect purchase order or an
incorrect labor distribution); correcting error conditions is often a laborious, time-consuming process
– All exceptions are discovered after-the-fact, when a process fails
– Some critical processes, such as posting of payroll, always require overrides (i.e. of funds checking) and then re-work and corrections
– No process to validate and correct postings before processing to minimize required level of corrections
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High-level Issues - Reporting
Lack of standard reports to support financial processes; lack of analytical or ad hoc reporting and
analysis capabilities
 There is a general disconnect among DIT and the functional departments as to who is responsible for developing and
maintaining required reports
– The reporting strategy during the Oracle implementation was to have the functional departments responsible for report development using the
Oracle Discoverer tool
– Functional departments have not taken “ownership” of report development and do not appear to have the level of skill and training required to
own report development
– The Oracle Discoverer tool is currently only available to approximately 15 users in the functional departments. The level of involvement of these
15 users in the Discoverer rollout has been declining over time.
– DIT is planning on making Discoverer generally available in the near future

 Very few “standard” Oracle reports typically seen in an ERP implementation are in use
– Some seeded Oracle reports are seen as not appropriate for a municipality
– There is likely a lack of awareness of the existing seeded Oracle reports
– Some standard Oracle reports that have been used contain an overwhelming amount of detail and are difficult to use to manage operations or
resolve errors

 There is currently a significant unmet need in the functional and operating departments for good Oracle reporting
– Lack of tools and data repositories to support ad hoc reporting and analysis and drill-down to underlying details
– No standard monthly close and reporting process
– No seasonalized budget to more closely monitor expenditures vs. plan
– Little exception reporting to highlight issues
– Inability to do standard reporting and analysis impacting standard business processes such as monitoring cash position
position, payables aging,
aging
availability of funds, etc.
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High-level Issues – Finance Oversight
Significant degree of City Council involvement in day-to-day financial management of the city leads
to inefficiencies and considerable extra work
 Atlanta City Council has a large role in the details of financial management of the City, resulting in additional work and
need to get Council or Finance & Executive Committee (FEC) approval (or legislation) for routine finance tasks
– CFO dual reporting to Mayor and Council
– Need for FEC approval for budget transfers
– Need for detailed accounting breakdown of expenditure bills and resulting budget transfers
– Need for Council approval of position and personnel changes

 Some provisions of Charter related to Finance appear to be archaic or unenforceable or require processes that are not
leading practice
– Members of the “Budget Commission” personally liable for over-anticipation of receipts (Section 6-301)
– FEC chair, Department head, CFO, COO approval required to transfer budget funds from one line item to another within a department (Section
6-304)
– FEC approval required to transfer budget funds from one department to another (Section 6-304)
– Budgeted revenue anticipations cannot be more than 99% of normal revenue collected the prior year (Section 6-301)
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High-level Issues – Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting
Inadequate, cumbersome, and inaccurate budget process provides no strategic or operating
direction to the City and is a root cause of some issues with other processes
 There is no citywide strategic planning process which incorporates the priorities of the Mayor and the Council (and the
operating departments)
departments), and which would drive the development of the city’s
city s operating and capital budget
 Budget guidance given to departments does not reflect their needs or the city’s priorities
 Budget process is not stable (different processes in the last three years), is not clearly communicated, and is not
supported by strong underlying processes
 Inadequate technology and reporting to support budget formulation, analysis, and review
 Inadequate preparatory materials available to departments (e.g. staff listings, salary projections, etc.)
 Considerable low value-add effort to develop
p and p
process budget
g adjustments
j
and transfers
 Budget analysts are not perceived as having sufficient finance and business skills to effectively support operating
departments and analyze budgets
 Inadequate co-ordination of items such as non-departmental expenses result in rework
 No forecast process to project revenues and expenditures for the remainder of the year and no process to adjust
operations based on projected revenue and expenditures
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High-level Issues – Closing and Reporting
Due to challenges related to subsystem closes, reconciliations, and reporting, the City of Atlanta
cannot easily report and manage the financial position of the City
 The FY 2008 audit and CAFR were not completed until February, 2009
 Subsystems, particularly Projects and Grants (PnG) are not able to close on a timely basis
– Often due to insufficient funds conditions
– Miscoded employees and incorrect budgets result in payroll exceptions when payroll posted to PnG
– Correcting payroll exceptions is a cumbersome process

 Reconciliation and account analysis processes are very time-consuming
– Due in part to a lack of reporting and analysis capabilities to research exceptions (must convert text reports to spreadsheets using tools like
Monarch)
– In addition, some subledger interfaces do not always properly post to the Oracle G/L
– S
Some departments
d
t
t (e.g.
(
pension)
i ) th
thatt are responsible
ibl for
f reconciliations
ili ti
are nott seen as h
having
i d
deep accounting
ti and
d analysis
l i skills
kill tto ffacilitate
ilit t
the reconciliations

 No periods have been hard-closed thus far in fiscal 2009
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The Department of Finance must focus initially on short-term remedial actions and
then address the underlying root causes of the finance process issues
Phased approach to implementing Finance process improvements
Leading
practices
Optimized
processes

Optimize baseline processes

Sustainable
processes

Establish baseline future state processes

Immature
processes

Significant
process issues

Cleanup and implement quick wins

time
Current state

Triage: addressing outstanding issues

Implementing process improvements

 Initial focus on “cleanup” and outstanding issues

 Develop and implement sustainable “baseline” processes that
will significantly reduce error conditions

– Insufficient funds conditions
– Procurement/AP “on hold” conditions

 Once processes stabilized and operational, implement
process improvement opportunities

– Reconciliations

 Take advantage of “quick win” opportunities
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Summary of Key Recommendations
The City of Atlanta needs to take immediate action to remedy issues with its financial processes
and systems
Immediate High-Priority Items

 Initiate accounting “cleanup”
cleanup process to complete outstanding reconciliations, journal entries, and resolve out of funds
conditions. This process will likely require bringing in temporary outside resources.
 Implement specific policy and/or Oracle system changes to simplify processes and reduce errors
– Change level of detail at which funds checking is conducted
– Implement tolerance levels to the procurement and A/P systems
– Simplify and standardize finance schedule on legislation
– Simplify budget transfers
– Address outstanding Oracle issues and incident tickets

 Conduct reporting initiative to identify reporting requirements and build basic set of standard “certified” financial reports
 Roll out self-service HR to departments to allow them to manage their TADs and PAC-1s
Additional Transformation Items

 Establish a Finance Transformation team to oversee and co-ordinate
co ordinate Finance improvements
 Develop standardized and stable budget process
 Implement strategic planning, capital budgeting, and forecasting processes
 Develop budget model and implement it in a best-of-breed planning and budgeting tool
 Develop Finance “Center of Excellence” to improve client service and reduce impact of silos
 Develop formal process documentation and conduct training on key processes (not just technology training)
- 13 -

Key Recommendation: Initiate “cleanup” process and establish transformation
agenda
Finance should clean up outstanding issues to allow it to focus on the timely execution of the
standard finance processes. This “cleanup” effort probably cannot be done with existing staff.
 Finance is in constant “fire drill” mode to address outstanding issues, taking time and effort away from standard finance
processes and resulting in a cycle of new issues being generated.
– Reconciliations
R
ili i

— Out
O off funds
f d conditions
di i

– A/P holds

— Capital budget

– Labor distribution coding (and prior period expenses)

 It is essential for these issues to be dealt with to let DoF (and the departments) focus on normal transaction processing
 The current finance staff does not have sufficient time and resources to devote to these cleanup activities. Therefore,
some level of outside assistance is likely required. The outside staff would be available to perform reconciliations, track
down issues, and propose corrections.
 The cleanup
p team would be supervised
p
by
y the General Accounting
gg
group,
p with some assistance from budgets,
g
labor
distribution, and A/P.
 Since resolving the outstanding issues and developing process improvements will require a significant effort, co-ordinated
across several departments, DoF should establish a Finance Transformation team to spearhead the transformation effort.
This would have 1-2 full-time (or near full-time) members to lead it, and would co-ordinate the efforts of the other
departments and staff involved in the transformation process. It will be difficult to accomplish the finance transformation
objectives within the current calendar year without a dedicated team leading the effort and appropriate involvement from
the various DoF functions.
 The FT leadership team would finalize a transformation roadmap and execute on that roadmap.
 Identified remedial actions or process improvements should be implemented as soon as possible to prevent the
recurrence of these issues.
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Key Recommendation: Begin reporting initiative to develop required reporting and
analysis capabilities
The current lack of available reporting and analysis must be resolved, initially through a rollout of
the Discoverer tool and a concerted effort to develop a basic set of standard financial reports.
 A considerable amount of time is spend by DoF and the departments producing manual reports or researching issues,
due to the lack of good production reporting and analysis capabilities. This adds to the workload of all involved and results
in additional issues and the long time required to resolve issues.
 During the Oracle implementation, there was no real effort to identify end user reporting needs. The first step in
addressing the reporting issues is to identify the key “must-have” reports for DoF and the departments. These
requirements should be rationalized and prioritized, with the aim of identifying the core base of reports that would meet
the greatest needs of most departments
departments.
 The reporting requirements should be developed by a reporting “task force” from DIT, with input from the departments.
Report specifications would be developed from the requirements and validated with the departments.
 The reporting
p
g task force would identify
y the appropriate
pp p
means for developing
p g the reports
p
((seeded Oracle reports,
p
Discover
reports, etc.). These reports would be production reports certified by Finance to be accurate. They would be the base
reports relied upon by Finance and the departments.
 The reports would be developed by a combination of internal DIT resources, Oracle post-implementation staff, or outside
contractors.
 DIT should roll out Discoverer to the general user community, develop documentation of the end user layer, and develop
a training program focusing on ad hoc analysis.
 Given the disconnect between the end users and DIT regarding who is responsible for financial report development, the
task force must also socialize the reporting strategy and ensure that all groups are aware of the reporting roles and
responsibilities.
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Key Recommendation: Identify and implement any required fixes and/or modifications
to the Oracle ERP system
Any remaining
A
i i implementation
i l
t ti issues
i
with
ith Oracle
O
l mustt be
b resolved
l d to
t ensure the
th integrity
i t
it off the
th
financial data.
 A number of potential issues with Oracle were identified by DoF and the departments, including interfaces that may not
always post properly and deleted POs that do not always release related encumbrances.
 These issues should be resolved while Oracle staff is still on site for post-implementation support.
 DIT currently has a support ticket process for logging potential issues. However, important system issues have not been
addressed in a timely basis, due in part to a lack of proper urgency and prioritization of issues.
 DIT should co
co-ordinate
ordinate developing a catalog of potential Oracle issues with the departments.
departments The Oracle post
postimplementation support group should then develop an approach to resolving them. Oracle must devote urgent attention to
those issues that may impact the accuracy and validity of the financial systems (e.g. interface posting issues).
 DIT should consider bringing in an outside vendor to review the Oracle ERP implementation, do performance tuning,
identifyy under-utilized capabilities,
p
, test interfaces,, assess Oracle-related p
processes,, and p
perform a q
quality
y review. While
there have been prior post-implementation reviews of Oracle, they have narrowly focused on controls rather than
performance, accuracy, and quality.
 Some departments cited concerns with the timeliness of processing of TADs and PAC-1s. Moving the responsibility for
these processes to the departments could improve their efficiency. The rollout of self-service HR will help to reduce the
number of coding errors and improve turnaround time by placing responsibility for maintaining TADs and PAC-1s with the
individual departments, who would be most impacted by incorrect data.
 In addition, the City should develop a process and supporting reports to identify potentially mis-coded employees (e.g.
employees coded to a fund or cost center with no budget). In addition, a report or test “pre-post” of labor distribution after
payroll has been run would identify potential fund availability issues and allow them to be resolved before labor
distribution is posted (which would require correcting entries).
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Key Recommendation: Implement needed policy and Charter changes
DoF should implement policy changes (working with the City Council where required) to optimize
financial processes, reduce the number of error conditions, and reduce workload.
 Some financial processes that are currently inefficient and subject to error are driven by finance policies and the requirements of the
city Charter. DoF should revise those policies under its control, and it should work with the Council to effect Charter modifications
where needed to optimize financial processes as outlined below
below.
 DoF should implement leading practice “tolerances” of the Oracle A/P system to permit some small degree of price or quantity
matching differences. Most ERP implementations permit some degree of difference to facilitate process efficiencies while still
retaining an appropriate level of controls. This would require an Oracle configuration change in addition to the policy change, so
Finance would need to work with DIT to implement this change.
 DoF should work with the Council to permit funds checking at a higher level of account than currently matched. Currently, the
commodity codes are mapped to detail natural G/L accounts, and funds checking is done at that level. This results in a large number
of funds availability problems, as budgets were not always accurately assigned to detail accounts. Allowing funds checking at a
rollup level (currently there are 100 rollup accounts and 385 detail natural accounts) would provide adequate control over
expenditures while eliminating a large number of A/P issues. This would likely require some Oracle re-configuration as well. (Note:
prior
i tto th
the Oracle
O l implementation,
i l
t ti
funds
f d checking
h ki was apparently
tl d
done att a more summarized
i d llevel.)
l)
 DoF should work with Council to develop an approach to financial oversight that allows for an appropriate level of Council input into
the financial management of the city, while minimizing the level of formal approvals that DoF or the departments must get for
financial transactions. For example, the transfer of budget funds from one account group to another or one cost center to another
requires some level of Council input. Permitting budget transfers between account groups or establishing some dollar threshold
requiring Council approval would reduce the burden on both Finance and the Council without weakening Council’s oversight role.
(Such an approach is being used by comparable cities such as Seattle.) Similarly Council should not be required to sign-off on
establishment or changes to individual positions.
 DoF, with Council’s approval, should develop a standard financial schedule to accompany appropriations. This schedule should be
at a level of detail that p
provides the necessary
y oversight
g and control but p
provides some flexibility
y to Finance. In addition,, Council and
DoF should establish a process in which minor modifications may be made to the financial schedule (for example, to correct
scrivener’s errors or to permit corrections to accounts) without requiring that the legislative process begin again.
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Key Recommendation: Develop stable and sustainable planning and budgeting
process
DoF must establish a planning and budgeting process that supports the City’s strategic vision and
permits the departments to accurately and efficiently plan their expenditures.
 The formulation of the City’s strategic plan and budget should be the responsibility of a Director of Planning and Budgeting, reporting
to the Mayor. The administration of the budgeting process (including management of the budget tool and reporting) should remain
the responsibility
p
y of the Budget
g Department
p
within DoF.
 A formalized strategic planning process should be conducted before the kickoff of the budget process. The planning process should
incorporate priorities of the Mayor, Council, and individual departments. Budget guidance given to the departments should derive
from the strategic plan.
 The City needs to implement a well-defined and stable budget process, including a planning calendar and essential budget
reporting The budget should be a monthly budget to facilitate tracking against actuals
reporting.
actuals.
 This process should be supported by a budget model leveraging one of the “best of breed” planning and budgeting tools. (The City
currently owns the Cognos Enterprise Planning tool, which should meet the City’s needs.) The budget tool should provide for a
central database of budget data, salary planning capabilities, driver-based calculations for standard items (e.g. benefits), and
appropriate “seed” data (such as current and prior year expenditures, staff listings, etc.).
 The City should implement a periodic forecasting process, in which both revenue and expenses are projected for the remainder of
the fiscal year. The forecast should be done minimally at midyear, but ideally on a quarterly basis.
 DoF should develop a robust and defensible revenue forecasting model. A driver-based forecast model would allow the City to
develop more accurate revenue forecasts and would provide more insight into analysis of actual receipts.
 Revenue budgets
g
should be conservative but realistic. The existing
g Charter requirement
q
that anticipated
p
revenues can be no more
than 99% of the prior year receipts is overly limiting and promotes unrealistic estimates of anticipated surpluses. In addition it is not
something generally seen in public sector budgets. This provision of the Charter should be eliminated, and Council, in its oversight
role, should actively challenge and validate budget revenue projections. The budget should contain actual revenue projections,
minus a contribution to a “reserve” account.
 DoF should develop
p a more formalized capital
p
budgeting
g
gp
process. The current CIP does not adequately
q
yp
prioritize investments and
allocate City funds. The capital budget process should be closely tied to the strategic planning process, and it should account for
existing multi-year commitments, debt service, and rollovers of existing funding.
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Key Recommendation: Address customer service issues by developing a Finance
“Center of Excellence”
The DoF needs to develop a greater customer service orientation. Reducing the impact of existing
“silos” and becoming a true business partner with the departments should be a priority.
 As a support department, one of the key roles for the DoF is to facilitate the operation of the City’s major operating
departments (watershed
(watershed, parks
parks, etc
etc.).
) Finance should see its role as enabling these departments
departments, rather than the other
way around. To do this, Finance needs to do whatever is possible to improve its service levels, make financial processes
easier to navigate, break down silos, and improve communications.
 One recommendation to implement this vision for Finance is to establish a Finance “Center of Excellence” (CoE). This
would be a select g
group
p of DoF p
professionals who have a cross-functional focus and understanding
g of the City’s
y finance
processes. They should be experienced and have the ability to act as business partners to the departments.
 A constant source of frustration to the operating departments is being passed from one Finance department to another.
The Center of Excellence should be the “one stop” for departments to resolve their issues. The CoE would work with the
individual Finance departments to resolve issues.
 In this role, the Center of Excellence staff would have an important role as advisors to the departments during the
planning and budgeting process, most likely assuming the role that the budget analysts currently play.
 While it might not be possible in the current economic environment, DoF should consider implementing a bonus program
with a modest bonus pool ($10-20
($10 20,000
000 per year) to reward outstanding client service.
service An award from this program would
be available to any deserving member of the DoF.
 DoF should also consider implementing an enhanced communications program to make departments aware of key
finance issues and developments, encourage feedback, and highlight successes.
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Current State Assessment

Procure to Pay (Accounts Payable) Assessment

The current 3-Way Match Process is directly and highly impacted by the volume of a
variety of holds that take a long time to be resolved

Efficient process route

See slides 25 and 26 for explanation of numbers
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Although most holds for the 2-Way Match Process are effectively dealt with by the
Contract Specialist, insufficient funds holds continually slow the process

Efficient process route

See slides 25 and 26 for explanation of numbers
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The speed of Direct Pay Process has been hampered due to the increased volume of
Direct Pays related to capital projects

Efficient process route

See slides 25 and 26 for explanation of numbers
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Receipt, PO and Quantity Holds occur on an unacceptably high percentage of
invoices, resulting in low value-add effort to resolve
#

Process Description

1

Oracle places invoice on
hold and sends automated
email to Requisitioner

2

Requisitioner contacts
Receipt Coordinator to
confirm receipt of good or
services in Oracle

3

4

Give correct PO#, create
new PO, or resolve
invoice with Vendor

Create new PO, or resolve
invoice with vendor

Hold
Type

Receipt
p

Receipt

PO
Match

Quantity
Match

3
Way

2
Way

Direct

Findings

√

 Receiving process not well defined
 Physical receiver of goods generally does not receive
goods in Oracle
g
 No communication to Receipt Coordinator, who is
responsible for confirming receipt in Oracle

√

 Process depends on ongoing communication between
Requisitioner and Receipt Coordinator
 Current process does not require vendor to send a
Advance Shipment Notice (ASN)

√

 Invoices without a PO# or with an invalid PO# cannot be
located in Oracle and must be communicated to the
department directly
 Such invoices generally must be resolved with the
vendor

√

 No consistent spot inspection to check quantity receipt
 Receipt Coordinator may not be present on the delivery
of goods or services to verify the quantity
 Receiving sometimes done on PO quantity rather than
quantity actually received

√
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Insufficient funds due to budgeting at detail levels or a lack of capital budget often
cause invoices to be placed on holds that are cumbersome to resolve
#

Process Description

5

Create new PO,
resolve invoice with
vendor or add 2nd
vendor,
requisition to PO

H ld
Hold
Type

Price Match

√

√

2
Way

Direct

Findings

√

 Price holds generally due to additional costs (e.g.
shipping costs) and not price changes by vendor
 Often creating new PO to resolve price holds
 Creation of new PO # can create additional issues
(e.g. obligation encumbrance remains thus artificially
reducing the available funds, lose vendor tracking)

√

√

 Lack of a capital budget significantly increasing
insufficient fund holds
 CFO has pre-approved all capital related project as
direct pay, streamlining process but reducing controls
 Funds override lead to budget distortions

6

Project related

7

Need paid
immediately

Funds

√

√

√

 Long overdue payments require CFO overrides
 Lack of automated process to release invoices (e.g.
AP Manager)
 Funds override lead to budget distortions

8

Budget Adjustment

Funds

√

√

√

 Funds are often budgeted in accounts different from
those mapped to by commodity code

9

Budget Transfer

Funds

3
Way

Funds

√

√

√
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 Funds are often budgeted in accounts different from
those mapped to by commodity code
 Approval process required for budget transfers causes
delays

Overly-restrictive controls, lack of reporting, and insufficient training have resulted in
a large number of invoice holds and delays in paying vendors

 Controls result in numerous holds due to the zero tolerance for price or quantity variance
 Budgeting and funds checking at a very detailed level compounds the number of holds by creating
frequent insufficient funds scenarios
Stringent Controls

 Budget
B d t adjustments
dj t
t and
d budget
b d t ttransfers
f
can be
b cumbersome,
b
ti
time-consuming
i processes

 Available exception reports are overly detailed and difficult to use to manage the process
 Exceptions take much longer to resolve because a great deal of time is required to use the Oracle
front end to research the exceptions
Lack of Reporting

 Actionable, management level reporting is not readily available
 There is limited visibility into available funds, leading to insufficient funds conditions

 The functions of the Procure to Pay process operate in silos. One function has very little
knowledge of the procedures of the other, or how its actions affect the other. This incomplete
understanding the Procure to Pay process leads to additional time spent resolving holds
Insufficient Training

 Oracle users do not appear to be completely aware of the underlying procure to pay process. For
example, some departments have not adapted to the need for a purchase order to initiate the
process, and the goods receipt process is not well understood and managed
 Oracle users are not fully aware of its operational capabilities (for example, users were unaware
that a second req
requisition
isition co
could
ld be added to a resol
resolve
e a price variance)
ariance)
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The current Procure-to-Pay Process follows some leading practices…
Leading Practice
Rating

P2P Leading Practices

Gaps

 P
P-cards
cards are not being used in the City of Atlanta

Online PO requisition and electronic PO generation

 POs are generated by Oracle purchasing module

O li resolution
Online
l i off di
discrepancies
i

 Discrepancies may be handled online or manually
depending on the type of issue/hold

Receive Goods & Services:
Spot inspection results are automatically forwarded to
vendor for quality reporting and contract term
verification

 Spot inspections are verified when the receipt
coordinator confirms receipt, but discrepancies are
often not communicated effectively
y

Receipts are entered online in a timely manner when
goods are received, either at the remote receiving site
or in a central procurement site

 Receiving locations do not receive goods in Oracle
and do not communicate receipt to requestor

St d d procedures
Standard
d
developed
d
l
d and
d followed
f ll
d ffor allll
receiving locations

 Limited formal procedures for goods receipt

KEY

General Process:
Use of Procurement Cards for most low value
transactions

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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… and can be improved by making minor adjustments
Leading Practice
Rating

P2P Leading Practices

Gaps
 AP and Procurement have limited interaction, and
each side does not have a general understanding
of the other’s operations

Automatic approval/payment when invoice match to
PO falls within a specified variance

 The invoice match must be exact in order to trigger
an automatic payment

Paperless invoicing - Electronic Data Interchange for
purchasing and payment

 Capability exists though iSupplier,
iSupplier but is currently
being utilized by the minority of vendors

Contract terms are used to determine payment
schedules for optimizing discounts and cash planning

 Standard is to pay invoices within 30 days; limited
use of A/P for cash planning

Payment systems contribute to data collection for
vendor performance tracking

 V
Vendor
d ttracking
ki iis currently
tl nott b
being
i d
done – the
th
spend analysis application in Oracle is not
operational

Vendor provides Advance Shipping Notice (ASN) to
notify of buyer of expected delivery date

 Goods delivery date is unknown as ASN is not
required or requested

KEY

Accounts Payable:
Accounts payable works closely with procurement to
manage the process and resolve issues

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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Close to Reporting Assessment

The COA has designed a Close, Consolidate, and Report Process, but thus far has
been unable to implement it
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The city of Atlanta is currently taking more than 160 days to close
 Subsystems unable to close to the ledger in a timely manner due to insufficient funds conditions and
other causes
 Lack of detailed close calendar (including due dates, responsibilities, etc.)
 Lack of hard close is causing undue reconciliations as prior months entries are continuously
changed
Close

 System process issues and dependencies prevent a 10 day close
 Cumbersome and complex reconciliation processes
 Subledger dependencies preventing timely consolidation to General Ledger
 Some remaining “kinks”
kinks in the Oracle implementation continue to cause interface issues
 Journal entries entered by the department are frequently incorrect and must be corrected by
General Accounting

 Very few “standard”
standard Oracle reports typically seen in an ERP implementation are currently being
used
 Some existing standard Oracle reports geared more toward commercial enterprise than public
sector
R
Report

 Lack of tools and data repositories to support ad hoc reporting and analysis and drill-down to
y g details
underlying
 No standard monthly close and reporting process
 No seasonalized budget to more closely monitor expenditures vs. plan
 Little exception reporting to highlight issues
 Inability to do standard reporting and analysis impacting standard business processes such as
monitoring cash position,
position payables aging,
aging availability of funds,
funds etc.
etc
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The City of Atlanta has a number of Close, Consolidation, and Reporting Process
gaps that can be addressed in the short, medium, and long term
Leading Practice
Rating

CCR Leading Practices

Gaps
Single instance of Oracle ERP ensures commonality
of data definitions.
definitions

Implement a process with system integration to
ensure all data submissions to the General Ledger
are electronic

The Oracle subledgers electronically interface with the
GL, but many manual journal entries are required to
reconcile inconsistent data. The interfaces from the
external subledgers (En Questa, Courtview) are often
i
inconsistent
i t t as wellll

Ensure that all data submissions are standardized

Electronic data submissions are consistent, but the
numerous manual journal entries required are not

Maintain General Ledger levels of detail to
accommodate financial information

Level of coding required (fund, grant, cost center,
natural account, etc.) is complex, but appears to be
consistent with the level of detail required for a
municipality. Chart of Accounts appears to be of
reasonable level of detail.

Perform Closing:
g
Incorporate the interfacing of subsidiary ledgers and
ensure they are balanced daily

The Oracle and external
e ternal subledgers
s bledgers all electronically
electronicall
interface with the GL daily, but do not always balance

KEY

Managing the General Ledger:
Create a single unified set of definitions for all data

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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The City of Atlanta has a number of Close, Consolidation, and Reporting Process
gaps that can be addressed in the short, medium, and long term (cont.)
Leading Practice
Rating

CCR Leading Practices

Gaps
The process for a monthly 10-day close has been
developed, but a formal detailed close calendar has
not been developed

Implement a monthly "soft close" process to
consolidate budgetary information as it becomes
available
il bl

A soft close process has been implemented, but
issues with P&G, A/R, and payroll distribution delay
th process
the

Minimize manual journal entries (incorporate autoreversing, auto recurring entries, etc.)

Manual journal entries to reconcile data are common
during the close process

KEY

Perform Closing (cont.):
Develop specific closing procedures and timelines for
the appropriate staff and ensure they are clearly
communicated

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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The City of Atlanta has a number of Close, Consolidation, and Reporting Process
gaps that can be addressed in the short, medium, and long term (cont.)
Leading Practice
Rating

CCR Leading Practices

Gaps
Available reports are limited, must be requested, and
take large amounts of time and effort to complete.
Additionally no KSPI have been developed for the
Department of Finance

Incorporate automated and user-driven reports (ad
h )
hoc)

A few standard reports exist, but do not meet the
b i
business
needs
d

Implement exception-based reporting to focus
attention on problem areas

Exception-based reporting is not available

Reports are interactive and available on demand by
users

Reports can be run by end users, but there is limited
ability to filter data using user-specified parameters.
Report output is static text-based and difficult to
analyze using Excel.

Ensure reports are standardized so all departments
view the same information

Virtually all reporting is currently done on an ad hoc
basis,, reducing
g the opportunity
pp
y for standardization.

Develop interactive ad hoc reporting capability

Oracle Discoverer is available to a limited set of
users; currently being rolled out to larger group

KEY

Reporting:
Present financial and operational results to
Department Commissioners and include Key Service
Performance Indicators to improve managing
capabilities

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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COA should bring outside resources to help clear the backlog, design and create
appropriate reports, and be prepared to handle issues that prevents a monthly close
Level of Effort
Required

Issue

Recommendation
 Create a detail close calendar with key close
tasks, responsibilities, and deadlines

Lack of standard reports

 Request that Oracle develop or update standard
reports to meet the COA needs

Limited ability to create ad-hoc management reports

 Identify required ad-hoc reports
 Collaborate with DIT to design required reports

No monthly close

 Bring in additional resources to help clear the
backlog
 Fully understand the dependencies of the different
subledgers
 Anticipate potential closing issues (e.g. payroll,
end of year encumbrances,
encumbrances Grant ending dates)
and establish appropriate solutions

Many manual journal entries are required to reconcile
inconsistent data

 Push to automate as many journal entries as
possible
 Monthly closes will prevent departments from
g to re-adjust
j
jjournal entries every
y period
having

KEY

Close calendar has not been developed

Low

High
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Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Assessment

The current Budget Process (based on the FY09 process) provides no strategic or
operating direction to the City
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Lack of focus on planning, an inconsistent budget process, and a lack of a forecast
process are root causes of issues with other processes

Planning

Budgeting

Forecasting

 There is no citywide strategic planning process which incorporates the priorities of the Mayor, the
Council, and the operating departments
 Insufficient COA historical operational data, economic data and data analysis to inform planning
phase
 Lack of planning regarding acquiring grants to supplement the annual budget and to deliver on
executive priorities

 Budget process is not stable (different processes in the last three years), is not clearly communicated
and is not supported by underlying processes
 Budget guidance given to departments does not reflect their needs or the city’s priorities
 Lack of capital budgeting planning as part of the initial budget preparation
 Budgeting at the line item is causing significant challenges in transferring or adjusting budgets
 Inadequate technology and reporting to support budget formulation, analysis, and review
 Inadequate preparatory materials available to departments (e.g. staff listings, salary projections, etc.)
 Considerable low value
value-add
add effort to develop and process budget adjustments and transfers
 Budget analysts are not seen by departments as having sufficient finance and business skills to
effectively support operating departments
 Inadequate coordination of items such as non-departmental expenses result in rework
 Lack of monthly budget monitoring process (budget vs. actual)

 No forecast process to project revenues and expenditures for the remainder of the year and no
process to adjust operations based on projected revenue and expenditures
 Lack of timely close and data analysis hinder the forecasting process
 No model in place to forecast different scenarios and economic changes
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The City of Atlanta has a number of Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting (PBF)
Process gaps that can be addressed in the short, medium, and long term

Leading Practice
Rating

PBF Leading Practices

Gaps

Alternate
Alt
t scenarios
i developed
d
l
d ffor contingency
ti
planning and sensitivity analysis

 V
Very limited
li it d scenario
i b
based
db
budgeting
d ti or
forecasting

Benchmark both internally and externally to improve
budgeting and forecasting

 Benchmarking is not formally done internally
among departments, or externally against other
cities

Use of cross-departmental teams to create budgets

 Departments work with Budget Analysts, but little
inter-departmental co-ordination

Plan iterations are based on scenario adjustments,
and utilize flexible budgeting
g
g views to manage
g a
range of planning assumptions. (Example: developing
three scenarios within planning cycle, baseline,
upside, and downside)

 It
Iterations
ti
largely
l
l b
based
d on revised
i d revenue
projections, rather than strategies or scenarios

KEY

Combination of top-down and bottom-up planning to
promote alignment of City objectives

 Initial guidance to departments is based on last
year’s allocation; impact of non-departmental
expenses not considered when providing budget
guidance

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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The City of Atlanta has a number of Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting (PBF)
Process gaps that can be addressed in the short, medium, and long term (cont.)
Leading Practice
Rating

PBF Leading Practices

Gaps
 The budget is loosely structured around a 5-year
capital improvement plan,
plan but there is a need for
an improved formal process for strategic planning

Budget building tools implemented for real-time
consolidation, review and update

 In past years COGNOS was used, but the process
is currently very batch oriented and done in Excel

Adjustments
Adj
t
t to
t plans
l
are based
b
d on d
drivers
i
and
d project
j t
portfolios, rather than percentage of total adjustments

 L
Lastt year th
there was a blanket
bl k t 2
2.5%
5% reduction
d ti
across all departments

City-wide communication regarding goals, strategies,
missions and historical achievements against plan

 Limited integration of city-wide goals and
strategies into the budget

Budgets and all other projection-based scenarios are
stored to be available to financial and non-financial
participants as appropriate

 The budget is openly available to participants and
the public on the website, but it does not include
projection based scenarios

Provide actionable views of the organization in
forward-looking
g models using
g executive dashboard
tools accessed by personalized portals

 Dashboard tools are not utilized in the budgeting
process

KEY

Budget development guidelines based on longer term
strategic plan

Needs
Improvement

Leading
Practice
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Recommendations and Future State Design

Introduction
The City of Atlanta faces a number of challenges in its financial processes. Fixing these
problems cannot be accomplished overnight, but considerable progress can be made with
a concerted Finance Transformation initiative.
This Finance Transformation initiative must begin with two critical parallel tracks:


Initiation of a cleanup project to allow the General Accounting department to catch up
on outstanding reconciliations, journal entries, etc. to enable them to close the books



Action on other immediate high-priority items such as streamlining certain policies and
processes, developing crucial management reports, and rolling out the self-service HR
application

These initial efforts will lay the groundwork for additional transformation activities. As
detailed in the following
g section,, further work is required
q
to stabilize the major
j financial
processes; develop a solid planning, budgeting, and forecasting process; and move to a
more regular and timely financial close process.
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The Department of Finance must develop a phased approach to implementing
improved financial processes, with an initial emphasis on resolving outstanding issues
Phased approach to implementing Finance process improvements
Leading
practices
Optimized
processes

Optimize baseline processes

Sustainable
processes

Establish baseline future state processes

Immature
processes

Significant
process issues

Cleanup and implement quick wins

time
Current state

Triage: addressing outstanding issues

Implementing process improvements

 Initial focus on “cleanup” and outstanding issues

 Develop and implement sustainable “baseline” processes that
will significantly reduce error conditions

– Insufficient funds conditions
– Procurement/AP “on hold” conditions

 Once processes stabilized and operational, implement
process improvement opportunities

– Reconciliations

 Take advantage of “quick win” opportunities
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While some level of improvement can be quickly implemented, developing
sustainable finance processes will require several phases of work

Cleanup and Quick Wins
Resolution of outstanding
g issues and
backlog
 Cleanup
– Establish cleanup team
– Identify and resolve out of funds
i
issues
– Identify and resolve A/P holds
– Close monthly books and perform
reconciliations

Implement Baseline Processes

Optimize Baseline Processes

Fix outstanding
gp
process issues to
prevent the accumulation of backlog of
issues

Implement
p
p
process improvements
p
to
gain efficiencies and better
management data

 Policy and process changes to gain
efficiencies and reduce number of
error conditions

 Implement new planning and
budgeting process
 Enhance reporting and analysis

 Training and documentation to
reduce errors

 Accelerate close process

 Implement reporting capabilities

 Improve DoF customer service

 Quick wins
– Implement quick wins (detailed
below)
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Cleanup and Establish Transformation Agenda
Cleanup

Transformation Project

The focus of the “cleanup” phase is to develop a small team of
DoF and, most likely, outside resources to resolve outstanding
issues that are currently requiring a significant level of effort to
manage or work around.

Since resolving the outstanding issues and developing process
improvements will require a significant effort, co-ordinated
across several departments, DoF should establish a Finance
Transformation team to spearhead the transformation effort.

 Establish cleanup team

 Team would consist of 1-2 full-time (or near full-time)
members to lead the transformation

– Identify focus areas (e.g. out of funds conditions and
reconciliations)

 Transformation leadership would coordinate the efforts of
other departments, both within and outside of Finance

– Identify type and number of outside resources required
– Identify internal DoF leads

 Other staff would be brought into the transformation team as
required to achieve project goals

 Perform cleanup activities
– Reconciliations

 Transformation project would focus on a concerted one-year
effort to transform the City’s financial processes

– A/P holds
– Labor distribution coding (and prior period expenses)

 The transformation team would define its objectives and
identify the transformation goals (e.g. measurable
performance improvements)

– Out of funds conditions
– Capital budget

 The transformation team would also finalize the
transformation roadmap (proposed roadmap found on p. 00)
and initiate the transformation project.
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Quick Win Details
Quick Wins
Item

Description

Focus
Area

Level of
Difficulty

Level of
Cost

Implement receiver notification
process

The person who “receives” the goods in Oracle is generally not
the person who physically receives the goods. The receiving
process is often not done before the invoice is received, resulting
in a “goods received” hold. The recommendation is to implement a
process where the physical receiver faxes or otherwise routes the
packing slip (noting missing or returned goods) to the Oracle
receiver, who will then have the information needed (and the
reminder) to perform the Oracle receiving process. (Note, if faxing
is not feasible, some other form of communication should be
established between the physical receiver and the Oracle
receiver.)

P2P

Low

Low

Develop and deliver functional
process training

Some degree of holds and other issues arise because those
involved in the process do not fully understand both the functional
process and how it is performed in Oracle. A “refresher” training
should be conducted, including how to avoid and handle errors
(such as not including shipping charges on a PO). Initial training
would focus on requisitions/POs and receiving goods.

P2P

Low to
moderate

Low

R ll t Di
Rollout
Discoverer and
d conduct
d t
training

C
Currently
tl a smallll subset
b t off users ((approximately
i t l 15) h
have access
to Discoverer, none of whom are in the operating departments.
DIT should quickly finalize the end-user layer and any other
preparatory processes and conduct a formal rollout of the tool,
including training. (This would be part of the larger “reporting task
force” initiative discussed below.)

R
Reporting
ti

M d t
Moderate

L
Low
tto
moderate
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Quick Win Details
Quick Wins
Item
Implement service level
agreements and performance
standards for back office
processes

Description
Many back office processes do not have established standards for
timeliness effectiveness
timeliness,
effectiveness, and feedback.
feedback As a result,
result departments
are not always aware of the status of an item to be processed,
and the items are sometimes processed too late for a deadline
(such as payroll), with implications for downstream processes.
Performance standards and feedback (status communication)
should be established for:
•

P
Processing
i off TAD and
d PAC
PAC-1
1 fforms

•

Budget adjustments and transfers

•

Changes to labor distribution

•

Setup of projects and grants

Focus
Area

Level of
Difficulty

Level of
Cost

Budgeting,
PnG, labor
PnG
distribution,
HR

Low to
medium

Low

Develop/revise process
documentation

Some processing errors occur because staff does not fully
understand appropriate process or how to handle exceptions. The
existing documentation has focused on the specific Oracle
screens involved in a transaction, and less so on the process itself
and why a transaction is handled the way it is. Existing
documentation should be revised to ensure that it is accurate,
complete and provides steps for resolving common issues
complete,
issues. In
addition, “quick reference” cards could be developed to make it
easier for users to follow the processes and resolve issues.

A/P
A/P,
budgeting

Medium

Low to
medium

Improve controls on external
pension administrator

An external administrator, ASI, administers some City of Atlanta
pensions. ASI has not submitted check registers and other
documentation on a timely basis,
basis resulting in delays in
reconciliations and a lack of oversight. DoF should work with the
vendor to ensure that proper controls are in place and that
reconciliation information is received in a timely manner.

Close and
reporting,
controls

Low

Low
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Quick Win Details
Quick Wins
Item

Description

Focus
Area

Level of
Difficulty

Level of
Cost

Staff listing and expense
forecast

Departments have limited reporting for employees and their
expenses. To support the upcoming budget process, a report
should be developed by HR, DoF, and DIT to show current
employees (and possibly open positions), salary projections for
FY 2010, and estimated benefit costs.

Budgeting,
HR

Medium to
high

Medium

Limit reorganizations and
changes to cost centers and
organization structure

Reorganizations and certain changes to cost centers generally
require some level of Council approval, and they generate
considerable work for HR, budgeting, PnG, A/P, and other
departments. For example, new purchase orders would need to
be issued, budgets would need to be adjusted, and staff expense
coding will likely need to change. While some reorganizations may
be needed, most could be deferred during a period where DoF
has a backlog of other issues to address. DoF should develop
criteria for when a reorganization is permitted (or required). DoF
and DIT should work with the affected departments to determine if
additional reporting could substitute for a reorganization.

HR,
budgeting,
PnG, A/P

Low

Low

Rollout self-service HR

Some departments feel that TADs and PAC-1s are not processed
i a titimely
in
l manner. If responsibility
ibilit ffor th
these processes were
shifted to the affected departments, they would have the incentive
to complete them in a timely manner. Self-service HR would
provide this capability to the departments. DIT is currently in the
process of making this capability available, and they should do so
as soon as possible. In doing so, DIT should work with
departments to ensure that an optimal process
process, including ability to
easily handle errors, is designed. In addition, the necessary
processes, documentation, and training should accompany the
rollout.

HR

Medium to
hi h
high

Medium
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General Recommendations

General Recommendations
Non-Process Specific
Item

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Low

Low

Finance Transformation team

DoF should establish a Finance Transformation team to spearhead the
transformation effort. This would have 1-2 full-time (or near full-time)
members to lead it, and would co-ordinate the efforts of the other
departments and staff involved in the transformation process. The FT
leadership team would finalize the transformation roadmap (a proposed
roadmap is found on pp. 68 ff.) and execute on that roadmap.

Reporting initiative

Development of useful management reports is a key need to allow the
departments to manage their operations. Reporting requirements should
be developed by a reporting task force from DIT, with input from the
departments. Report specifications would be developed from the
requirements and validated with the departments. The reporting task
force should identify the appropriate means for developing the reports
(seeded Oracle reports, Discover reports, etc.). These reports would be
production reports certified by Finance to be accurate. They would be the
base reports relied upon by Finance and the departments. The reports
would be developed by a combination of internal DIT resources, Oracle
post-implementation staff, or outside contractors.

Medium

Medium

R fi /
Refine/socialize
i li reporting
ti strategy
t t

There iis a di
Th
disconnectt b
between
t
th
the end
d users and
d DIT regarding
di who
h iis
responsible for financial report development. These roles and
responsibilities must be defined. The reporting task force should make a
final determination as to where responsibility for reporting lies, and it
should socialize and gain buy-in for that strategy.

M di
Medium

L
Low
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General Recommendations
N
Non-Process
P
S
Specific
ifi
Item.

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Oracle application issue
id tifi ti and
identification
d remediation
di ti

Open issues with the Oracle implementation remain, including interfaces
th t may nott always
that
l
postt properly
l and
d deleted
d l t d PO
POs th
thatt d
do nott always
l
release related encumbrances. These issues should be resolved while
Oracle staff is still on site for post-implementation support. DIT should coordinate developing a catalog of potential Oracle issues with the
departments. The Oracle post-implementation support group should then
develop an approach to resolving them. Oracle must devote urgent
attention to those issues that may impact the accuracy and validity of the
financial systems (e.g. interface posting issues).

High

Medium to
Hi h
High

Oracle application performance
review

DIT should consider bringing in an outside vendor to review the Oracle
ERP implementation, do performance tuning, identify under-utilized
capabilities, test interfaces, assess Oracle-related processes, and
perform a quality review
review. While there have been prior post
postimplementation reviews of Oracle, they have narrowly focused on
controls rather than performance, accuracy, and quality.

Low

Low

Rollout Discoverer

DIT should roll out Discoverer to the general user community, develop
documentation of the end user layer, and develop a training program
focusing on ad hoc analysis
analysis. The technical rollout is currently in process
process,
but the documentation and training are important elements to a
successful rollout.

Low to
Medium

Low to
Medium

Tighten controls on ASI and other
administrators

One of the City’s outside pension administrators, ASI, has not regularly
provided check registers and other information necessary for
performance oversight.
g The City
y should establish
reconciliations and p
service levels with these vendors and develop the appropriate controls so
as to minimize the risk involved with these administrators.

Low

Low
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General Recommendations
Non-Process Specific
Item
Implement policy and Charter
changes to streamline processes

Description
Some financial processes that are currently inefficient and subject to error
are driven by finance policies and the requirements of the city Charter.
DoF should revise those policies under its control, and it should work with
the Council to effect Charter modifications where needed to optimize
financial processes. The recommended changes include:


Relax the “tolerances” of the A/P system to permit some small degree
off price
i or quantity
tit matching
t hi differences.
diff
This
Thi would
ld require
i an
Oracle configuration change in addition to the policy change, so
Finance would need to work with DIT to implement this change.



Permit funds checking at a higher level of account than currently
matched.



Permit budget transfers between account groups or establishing
some dollar threshold requiring Council approval would reduce the
burden on both Finance and the Council without weakening Council’s
oversight role



Allow the establishment or changes to individual positions in HR
without Council authorization



Develop a standard financial schedule to accompany appropriations.
This schedule should be at a level of detail that provides the
necessary oversight and control but provides some flexibility to
Finance. In addition, Council and DoF should establish a process in
which minor modifications may be made to the financial schedule (for
example, to correct scrivener’s errors or to permit corrections to
accounts) without requiring that the legislative process begin again.
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Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Medium

Low

Procure to Pay (Accounts Payable) Recommendations

The future state of the Accounts Payable process will enhance the existing framework
by streamlining the process and eliminating current bottlenecks and inefficiencies
Future Process

Current Process
 The process to receive goods is not well
defined. There is no consistent communication
flow between the “physical”
physical receiver of the goods
and the requisitioner. The requisitioner has little
control to prevent receiving holds, which is the
biggest reason for an invoice hold (an estimated
75% of all invoice holds have a receipt hold)

 The process to receive goods will be streamlined.
Advance Shipping Notices (ASN) will be used to
provide the requisitioner with prior notification of the
delivery. A process will be established in which the
“physical” receiver of the goods notifies the
requisitioner, who can then process the Oracle
receipt.

 Funds checking at a detail level (385 natural
accounts) and commodity codes mapped to the
wrong natural account are creating bottlenecks in
the AP process. In addition, fund overrides are
creating negative account balances

 Funds checking is completed at a higher level of
account leading to a reduction in the number of
insufficient fund holds and streamlining the
commodity coding process

 There is a significant degree of involvement by
Council or the Finance & Executive Committee
for relocating funds via budget adjustments or
budget transfers

 The current budget adjustment process will be
eliminated by the higher level funds checking. The
budget transfer process will be streamlined by
giving a certain level of approval authority to the
CFO.

 A “zero tolerance” policy in invoice matching for
any differences in quantity or price is increasing
the number of holds

 The “tolerance” levels of the Oracle A/P system
are relaxed to permit some small degree of price or
quantity matching differences, reducing the number
of quantity or price holds.
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Procure-to-Pay Process Improvement Details
Procure-to-Pay Recommendations
Item

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Receipt notification process

(see Quick Wins, p. 47)

Funds checking

(see General Recommendations, p. 53)

Implement price and quantity
tolerances

(see General Recommendations, p. 53)

El t i P
Electronic
Pos

IIncrease the
th number
b off vendors
d
that
th t are using
i electronic
l t i PO
POs via
i
iSupplier

L
Low

L
Low

Advance Ship Notifications

Smooth the receipt process by utilizing Advanced Ship Notifications
(ASN) and establishing a communication process between the physical
receiver of the goods and the requestor (who will receive in Oracle)

Low

Low
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Future State of 3-Way Match Process

Original efficient process route

New process. See pp. 58-59 for explanation of letters
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Future State of 2-Way Match Process

Original efficient process route

New process. See pp. 58-59 for explanation of letters
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Future State of Direct Pay Process

Original efficient process route

New process. See pp. 58-59 for explanation of letters
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Future State of the Payables Process looks to decrease the number of holds and
decrease the time it takes to resolve holds (1 of 2)
#

A

B

C

Process Description

Hold
Type

Vendor sends a ASN
(Advance Shipment
Notice)

Requisitioner receives
ASN, contacts physical
receiver, and confirms
receipt of good or services
in Oracle

Physical Receiver
receives goods, confirms
order and quantity

Receipt

Receipt

3
Way

2
Way

Direct

Improvement

√

 Advance Shipment Notice will enable the COA
departments to better plan the receiving of goods

√

 Removes the Receipt Coordinator and the receiving
responsibilities moves to the Requisitioner
 Requisitioner will be better able to resolve receipt holds

√

 Some departments (e.g.
(e g Parks) will be able to confirm
delivery of goods in “remote” areas
 Communication regarding receipt of goods will be
improved between the physical receiver and the
Requisitioner who will be in charge of entering the
information in Oracle
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Future State of the Payables Process looks to decrease the number of holds and
decrease the time it takes to resolve holds (2 of 2)
#

Process Description

Hold
Type

3
Way

2
Way

Price /
Quantity

√

√

Direct

Improvement

D

Quantity / Order Match
&
Price Match

E

Sufficient funds available

Fund

√

√

√

 Funds check to occur at a higher account level
 Removes the need to do budget adjustments

F

Budget Transfer (TR)

Fund

√

√

√

 Simplifies the methods to which departments can relocate
resources

√

 Establishes a threshold for budget transfers that can be
approved by the department head and the CFO
 This will streamline the transfer process by not requiring
Council involvement for smaller transfers.

G

Department Head and
CFO approve TR

Fund

√

√

 A small degree of price or quantity matching differences
to be permitted, greatly reducing the number of holds
associated
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Close to Reporting Recommendations

The future state monthly Close, Consolidate, and Report process will be facilitated by
resolving upstream issues that are delaying the current process
Future Process

Current Process
 No hard-closed thus far in fiscal 2009 due to
subledgers (e.g. Projects and Grants) not
closing on a timely basis because of the many
exceptions (e.g. negative account balances).

 Oracle process modifications will eliminate or
reduce errors closing subledgers (e.g. “pre-post” of
labor distribution after payroll and give departments
control over personnel and position data).

 Reconciliation processes are very timeconsuming as some subledger interfaces do not
always properly post to the G/L and some
departments not having the deep accounting and
analysis skills to facilitate the reconciliations.

 After outside staff helps to perform reconciliations,
track down issues, and propose corrections, the
finance staff should have sufficient time and
resources to timely complete the standard
reconciliations and account analyses.

 Lack of standard and ad hoc reports to support
operational management of the departments and
financial management of the city’s
city s finance
position.

 Following the launch of Discoverer to the general
user and the development of “must have” reports,
staff will be able to more quickly retrieve “user
user
friendly” standard and ad-hoc reports .

 Time consuming analysis process as some
standard Oracle reports used contain an
unnecessaryy amount of detail. Operational
p
information needed is often manually compiled
using many different reports.

 Properly formatted reports help management to
quickly do an analysis of financial conditions and
operational performance, providing a basis for
better business decisions.
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Future State of the Close, Consolidate, and Report Process
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Close and Improvement Process Improvement Details
Close to Reporting Recommendations
Item

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Cleanup initiative

(see Cleanup and Establish Finance Transformation Agenda, p. 46)

Develop detailed close calendar

There is currently no detailed close calendar with which to manage the
close to reporting process. DoF should establish a detailed close calendar
including due dates, responsibilities, etc.

Low

Low

Implement quarterly (then monthly)
h d close
hard
l

The inability to close the Oracle subsystems, along with other issues, has
made
d iit iimpossible
ibl to perform
f
a standard
d d monthly
hl close
l
off the
h lledger.
d
This has severely limited the City’s ability to accurately report on its
financial position. As the data and process issues are cleaned up, DoF
should move toward at least a quarterly hard close (complete with
reconciliations and account analyses), with an eye toward implementing a
monthly hard close.

High

Low (but
dependent
d
d
on
other
initiatives)

Labor distribution process
improvements

Labor distribution remains one of DoF’s most problematic processes.
There are significant issues each month, including out-of-funds conditions
and miscodings. Repairing this process is essential to the establishment
of a monthly hard close. Other initiatives such as the rollout of self-service
HR and improved reporting should assist in successfully completing this
process DoF should also look to develop a report or “pre
process.
pre-posting
posting”
process that will identify potential insufficient funds issues with payroll
before the labor distribution process runs. There should be a well-defined
and tight process for having the departments immediately remedy this
situation through changes to employee coding or budget adjustments.
This will resolve issues in a more timely manner and prevent the need for
correcting entries to move expenses to the proper account
account, fund
fund, etc
etc.

High

Medium
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Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Recommendations

The future state Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting process will be driven by the
City’s strategic vision that is established up front by key stakeholders
Future Process

Current Process
 No citywide strategic planning process by
which the operating and capital budgets are
developed is currently in place .

 A formal strategic planning process is conducted
before the kickoff of the budget process. The
planning process integrates the priorities of the
Mayor, the Council, and the individual departments.
The strategic plan is the basis by which the
departments develop their operating and capital
budgets.

 There is no well-documented, stable budget
process in place in the City.

 Implement a standard, repeatable budget process
with process documentation and a budget calendar.

 The current budget tool used by departments to
input budgetary information is MS Excel. Excel
does not adequately support the reporting and
analysis necessary for budget formulation and
management.

 A budget tool, such as Cognos, provides a central
database of budget data, salary planning
capabilities driver-based
capabilities,
driver based calculations for standard
items (e.g. benefits), and appropriate “seed” data
(such as current and prior year expenditures, staff
listings, etc.). Budget management capabilities
within the departments are dramatically increased.

 The current CIP does not adequately prioritize
investments and allocate City funds. The CIP is
considered a “wish list” rather a formalized plan
of action. The capital budget is developed after
operating budget has been adopted, and after
the
h start off the
h fi
fiscall year.

 A formal capital budget process is implemented to
provide a capital budget that incorporates the
strategic planning process, works in coordination
with the operating budget, and accounts for existing
multi-year commitments, debt service, and rollovers
of existing funding.
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Future State Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Process
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Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Recommendations
Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Recommendations
Item

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Budgeting and planning
organization

Within the Mayor’s office, establish a Department of Planning and
Budgeting, headed by a Director of Planning and Budgeting. This
department would be responsible for development of the annual strategic
plan (3-5 years), and would own the development of the annual budget

Low

Low to
medium

Provide seed data for budget
creation

The lack of correct and timely staff listings and salary projections is a
major stumbling block for the departments in developing their budgets.
DoF should work with HR and DIT to develop the appropriate reporting to
provide seed data to the departments to provide a starting point for their
budgets. This seed data should include positions, salary projections,
benefit projections, etc.

High

Medium to
High

Charter revision on budget revenue
projections
j ti

Revenue budgets should be conservative but realistic. The existing
Ch t requirement
Charter
i
t th
thatt anticipated
ti i t d revenues can b
be no more th
than 99%
of the prior year receipts is overly limiting and promotes unrealistic
estimates of anticipated surpluses. In addition it is not something
generally seen in public sector budgets. This provision of the Charter
should be eliminated, and Council, in its oversight role, should actively
challenge and validate budget revenue projections. The budget should
contain
t i actual
t l revenue projections,
j ti
minus
i
a contribution
t ib ti tto a ““reserve””
account.

Low to
medium
di

Low

Revenue forecasting model

DoF should develop a robust and defensible revenue forecasting model.
A driver-based forecast model would allow the City to develop more
accurate revenue forecasts and would provide more insight into analysis
of actual receipts
receipts.

High

Low to
Medium
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Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Recommendations
Planning, Budgeting, and Forecasting Recommendations
Item

Description

Level of
Difficulty

Level of Cost

Capital budgeting process

DoF should develop a more formalized capital budgeting process. The
current CIP does not adequately prioritize investments and allocate City
funds. The capital budget process should be closely tied to the strategic
planning process, and it should account for existing multi-year
commitments, debt service, and rollovers of existing funding.

High

Medium

Implement a budgeting tool

DoF should implement a best-of-breed planning and budgeting tool (e.g.
Cognos Enterprise Planning) and develop a budget process around the
tool that is consistent from year to year.

High

High

Forecast process

Develop a quarterly forecast process that will enable more accurate
predictions, scenario evaluations, and monthly tracking (budget and
forecast vs. actual). The forecast should be captured using the budgeting
and
d planning
l
i ttooll

Medium

Low (once the
planning tool
has been
i l
implemented)
t d)
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Finance Transformation Roadmap

Summary of Key Recommendations
The City of Atlanta should focus initially on the immediate high-priority items and then implement
the additional transformation recommendations
Immediate High-Priority Items

 Initiate accounting “cleanup”
cleanup process to complete outstanding reconciliations
reconciliations, journal entries,
entries and resolve out of funds
conditions. This process will likely require bringing in temporary outside resources.
 Implement specific policy and/or Oracle system changes to simplify processes and reduce errors
– Change level of detail at which funds checking is conducted
– Implement tolerance levels to the procurement and A/P systems
– Simplify and standardize finance schedule on legislation
– Simplify budget transfers
– Address outstanding Oracle issues and incident tickets
– Rollout self-service HR

 Conduct reporting initiative to identify reporting requirements and build basic set of standard “certified” financial reports
Additional Transformation Items

 Establish a Finance Transformation team to oversee and co-ordinate Finance improvements
 Develop standardized and stable budget process
 Implement strategic planning, capital budgeting, and forecasting processes
 Develop budget model and implement it in a best-of-breed planning and budgeting tool
 Develop Finance “Center
Center of Excellence”
Excellence to improve client service and reduce impact of silos
 Develop formal process documentation and conduct training on key processes (not just technology training)
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While much of the Finance Transformation can be accomplished with current City of
Atlanta staff, some initiatives will require outside resources
External Resources Required
Initiative

External Resources Needed

Role

Accounting cleanup

Accounting temps to assist in reconciliations,
research, and analysis

Work with Controller and General Accounting
department to perform reconciliations and account
analyses and to research and resolve issues.

Reporting initiative

Oracle functional resource (business analyst)
and Oracle reporting experts (Discoverer)

Under the direction of DIT, work with Finance and
operating departments to develop and prioritize key
financial reporting requirements. Using Discover or
other Oracle tools, design, develop, and test key
financial reports.

Resolve outstanding Oracle issues

Oracle functional and technical experts

Work with Finance and operating departments to
identify, catalog, prioritize, and resolve any
remaining outstanding Oracle issues. These may
include interfaces, handling of cancelled purchase
orders,
d
or other
th id
identified
tifi d iissues.

Oracle quality and performance review

Oracle technical experts

Conduct quality review Oracle ERP application and
identify system issues and potential performance or
process enhancement opportunities.

Design planning
planning, budgeting
budgeting, forecasting
processes

Budgeting and planning functional experts

Work with DoF Budget group and departments to
design and document sustainable planning,
budgeting, and forecasting processes.

Design and implement revenue
forecasting process

Budgeting and planning functional experts

Work with DoF and departments to develop
revenue forecasting model and process

Implement budgeting and planning tool

Budgeting and planning functional experts;
budget tool implementation experts

Work with DoF and departments to develop
requirements, design, implement, and test budget
application
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Appendix: Budget Practices in Comparable Cities

Many comparable cities have more mature planning and budgeting processes than
the City of Atlanta
Municipality
Atlanta

Charlotte

Denver

Minneapolis

Portland

Savannah

Seattle

St. Louis

Tampa

Budget Size
(Total
Expenditures)

$1,420 M

$1,828 M

$1,952 M

$1,400 M

$2,413 M

$282 M

$3,871 M

$961 M

$836 M

Budget
Ownership
O
es p
(Organization
– Person)

Office of
Budget &
Fi
Fiscal
l
Policy
– CFO

Budget &
Evaluation
Offi
Office
– Budget
Director

Budget &
Mgmt.
g t
Office
– CFO

Finance
Department
– Budget
B d t
Director &
Mayor

Office of
Mgmt.
g t &
Finance
– Mayor

Budget
Department
epa t e t
– City
Manager

Department
of Finance
– Finance
Fi
Director &
Mayor

Budget
Di i i
Division
– E&A*

Budget
Office
– Revenue
R
& Finance
Director

Planning &
Budgeting
Process
Length

6 months

9 months

9 months

10 months

9 months

9 months

10 months

7 months

9 months

3 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

≥ 2 years**

5 years

6 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

6 years

5 years

6 years

A
Annually
ll

A
Annually
ll

A
Annually
ll

A
Annually
ll

Twice
Annually

F
Frequently
l

A
Annually
ll

Financial
Forecast
Horizon

1 year

Capital
Improvement
Planning
Horizon

5 years

Forecasting
Frequency

A
Annually
ll

5 years

* E&A comprised of the Mayor, the Comptroller, and the President of the Board of Aldermen ** Assumption based on Seattle’s biennial budgeting policy
Source: Greenberg Taurig’s “Survey of Various Budgetary Processes and Procedures, Proposed Budgets on public record
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Atlanta lacks a formal, City-wide planning process and has limited Mayoral
involvement in the budgeting process
City Overview

Sources of Revenue

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 462,546
 Per Capita Income: $25,254
 Major Employers: Gwinnett County
Public Schools, Emory University,
Delta Airlines, Publix Supermarkets
 Find out more at:
http://www atlantaga gov/
http://www.atlantaga.gov/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: NA
 Budget Process:
– Office of Budget & Fiscal Policy holds working sessions to discuss budget allocation, the prioritization of initiatives, and the budget process
– Office of Budget & Fiscal Policy gives the Departments target expenditure numbers
– Departments prepare their operating budgets
– Office of Budget & Fiscal Policy compiles the operating budgets and presents it to City Council for their review
– City Council adopts the City’s operating budget

Source: City of Atlanta FY 2009 Proposed Budget, COA Online, Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
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Charlotte uses the Balanced Scorecard Model to communicate and measure a
strategic vision that is implemented by the Departments
Sources of Revenue*

City Overview

Uses of Revenue**

 Population: 716,874 (Metro: 2.6 M)
 Per Capita Income: $30,391
 Major Employers: Carolinas Healthcare
System, Wells Fargo / Wachovia Corp.,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, Bank
of America, Wal-Mart Stores
 Find out more at:
http://www.charmeck.org/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Charlotte’s strategic planning process is a four month endeavor that examines the organizational mission, core
values, and vision of the City, and then develops a plan that translates these concepts into tangible objectives. The Balanced
Scorecard of the City (click link below for details***) helps with that translation. It focuses on four critical success indicators: serve the
customer, manage resources, run the business and develop employees, and is used as a performance management system
 Budget Process:
– Mayor and Council hold annual retreat to review operating and capital budget considerations and determine Strategic Focus Areas
– Key Businesses (Departments) and other agencies identify funding needs
– Mayor and Council hold series of meetings to review operating and capital budgets of the Key Businesses, using the Strategic Focus Areas and
pp
community
yp
plans as g
guides
approved
– City Manager presents the budget and Council adopts it

Source: FY09 Strategic Operating Plan, FY2009 – 2013 Capital Investment Plan, Charlotte Chamber
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* General Fund ** Uses of revenue by Fund *** Charlotte Balanced Scorecard

In Denver, 3-year financial forecasts, a City-wide strategic framework, and Mayoral
priorities drive Department capital and operating budget proposals
Sources of Revenue

City Overview

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 588,349
 Per Capita Income: $26,586
 Major Employers: City & County of
Denver, Denver Public School District,
USDA National Finance Center /
Defense Military Accounting System,
University of Colorado, United Airlines
 Find out more at:
http://www.denvergov.org/
Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: To give city officials the ability to make decisions for multi-year policy direction, the Director of Budget and
Management annually develops, with the assistance of City agencies, a three-year General Fund revenue and expenditure forecast
– The Department of Finance participates in the evaluation of private development projects that utilize tax increment financing to determine the
long-term financial impact on the City

 Budget Process:
– Departments prepare operating proposals and long-range capital programs guided by the City-wide strategic framework, Mayoral and Council
priorities, their internal work programs, and capital improvement priorities
– Budget and Management Office reviews the operating and capital improvements budget proposals with each Department and makes
recommendations to the Mayor
– Mayor reviews budget then presents to the City Council
– City Council proposes amendments, which the Mayor can approve or veto, then adopts the budget
Source: City of Denver 2009 Budget Summary, U.S. Census Estimates, RealEstate.com
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In Minneapolis, each Department annually produces its own 5-year business plan
using pre-developed City-wide strategic directions as a foundation
Sources of Revenue

City Overview

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 388,020
 Per Capita Income: $19,374
 Major Employers: University of
Minnesota, 3M Company, Fairview
University Medical Center, UPS
 Find out more at:
http://www ci minneapolis mn us/
http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Minneapolis engages in city-wide strategic planning every four years to develop City-wide goals and strategic
directions that serve as guidelines for each department to develop its own 5-year business plan. The most recent plan was
developed in 2006, when elected officials participated in three working sessions aimed at setting a future direction for the City
– As part of the yearly Preliminary Strategic Planning phase of the budget process, the City Council and Mayor meet for two half-day retreats to
concentrate on financial and community development

 Budget Process:
– Departments prepare their budget proposal in coordination with the Finance Department, using their pre-developed 5-year business plan and
the Mayor’s strategic plan as references
– Mayor holds departmental budget meetings to review department budget proposals
– City Council holds public hearings where Departments present their Mayor recommended budgets to the Budget Committee
– City Council and the Mayor jointly adopt the budget
Source: City of Minneapolis 2009 Mayor’s Recommended Budget
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Portland provided an open forum to its citizens to engage them in generating a new
vision for the City
City Overview

Sources of Revenue

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 568,380 (Metro: >2 M)
 Per Capita Income: $36,845
 Major Employers: University Hospital
Clinics, Doernbecher Children’s
Hospital, Nike Inc., Portland
Community College
 Find out more at:
http://www.portlandonline.com/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Portland recently completed a two-year visioning process that engaged thousands of Portland citizens in
identifying a vision for the City's future. This process, although not regularly executed, provided a City-wide strategic plan that will
help drive budget decisions in coming years
 Budget Process:
– Bureaus prepare Requested Budgets in accordance with direction given by the Mayor
– Requested Budgets are submitted to Financial Planning, which then analyzes the requests
– Budget Officer then compiles the Requested Budgets, then prepares the Proposed Budget
– Budget Committee reviews and revises the Proposed Budget
– Governing
G
i b
body
d adopts
d t th
the P
Proposed
dB
Budget
d t

Source: City of Portland Proposed Budget 2009
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Savannah annually reports on the macroeconomic trends affecting the City, and uses
it to build a 5-year financial plan with which to budget effectively
City Overview

Sources of Revenue

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 147,295
 Per Capita Income: $23,857
 Major Employers: Gulfstream
Aerospace, Memorial Health,
Savannah-Chatham County Board of
Education, Wal-Mart
 Find out more at:
http://www.savannahga.gov/cityweb/Sa
vannahGaGOV.nsf
Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Before any decisions regarding Savannah’s budgeting process are made, the Research and Budget Department
(RBD) prepares the Financial Trend Indicators Report which identifies positive and negative financial trends impacting the City. A
Five-Year Financial Plan is also prepared. Both reports are used as the financial framework for budget preparation
– RBD also develops a comparable cities survey to benchmark Savannah’s performance against other cities and guide property taxes

 Budget Process:
– RBD develops base budget expenditure levels for departments and City-wide revenue projections, which are sent to each department
– Departments send their performance measures and activity expenditure requests to the RBD
– RBD balances and delivers a proposed budget to the City Manager
– City
Cit M
Manager meets
t D
Department
t
tH
Heads
d tto review
i
proposed
d performance
f
d
data
t and
d expenditures
dit
ffor th
the upcoming
i year
– City Council conducts a series of workshops and public hearings, then adopts the budget
Source: City of Savannah 2009 Proposed Budget
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Seattle’s biennial budget requires that the City forecast and plan in 2-year increments
and make adjustments annually
Sources of Revenue

City Overview

Uses of Revenue*

 Population: 586,200 (Metro: 2.5 M)
 Per Capita Income: $34,755
 Major Employers: University of
Washington, Swedish Medical Center
Microsoft Corporation, Boeing
Company
 Find out more at:
http://www.seattle.gov/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Seattle uses a modified form of a biennial budget. Every other year, the City prepares two one-year budgets.
The second year’s budget is reviewed at mid-biennium and is adjusted as needed to reflect revenue forecasts, economic conditions,
and new priorities
 Budget Process:
– Department of Finance (DOF) provides instructions regarding general structure, conventions and schedule for the budget
– Each department submits Budget Issue Papers (BIPs) to DOF
– Mayor’s Office and the DOF collectively review each Department’s BIP and provide feedback
– Departments submit budget and CIP proposals
– Mayor’s
M
’ Offi
Office and
d DOF review
i
d
department
t
tb
budget
d t and
d CIP proposals.
l M
Mayor’s
’ Offi
Office makes
k fifinall d
decisions
i i
on P
Proposed
dB
Budget
d t and
d CIP
– City Council adopts the Proposed Budget and CIP
Source: City of Seattle 2009-2010 Proposed Budget, RealEstate.com

* Uses of revenue by Department
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St. Louis uses a 5-year financial projection as a tool to guide the budgeting of the
General Fund and the Capital Improvements Fund
City Overview

Sources of Revenue

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 353,837
 Per Capita Income: $28,530
 Major Employers: BJC Health
Systems, Washington University, St.
Louis University, AT&T Services, Inc.
 Find out more at:
http://stlouis missouri org/government/
http://stlouis.missouri.org/government/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: St. Louis develops a five-year expense and revenue projection as a planning and decision tool for the General Fund and
the Capital Improvements Fund. Revenue capacity is frequently checked against expenditure needs
– Department heads are asked to identify any new initiatives or programs so that they may be included in the budget planning process

 Budget
g Process:
– Budget Division issues budget allocations to departments
– Departments respond by submitting their budget requests and service level information to the Budget Division
– Budget Division holds meetings with the Departments and the administration to discuss budget requests and reconcile discrepancies
– Budget Division prepares the budget document and submits its proposed budget for approval by to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment
(E&A) comprised of the Mayor,
(E&A),
Mayor the Comptroller,
Comptroller and the President of the Board of Aldermen
– E&A submits budget to the Board of Alderman, who then adopt the budget
Source: City of St. Louis FY2009 Annual Operating Plan

* Other Sources of Revenue include: Sales & Use Tax, Motor Vehicles Tax, License Fees, Payroll Tax, Gasoline Tax, etc.
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The Mayor of Tampa annually holds a strategic planning retreat to set a City-wide
vision by which the Departments budget
City Overview

Sources of Revenue

Uses of Revenue

 Population: 336,234 (Metro: 2.7 M)
 Per Capita Income: $27,224
 Major Employers: Hillsborough County
School District, MacDill Air Force
Base, Verizon Communications
Corporation
 Find out more at:
http://www.tampagov.net/

Key Budget Process Information
 Planning Process: Each year the mayor kicks off the strategic planning process by holding a retreat with senior staff. The retreat
includes long-range planning, program development, business planning, performance evaluation, and integration of feedback to
continually align services to meet the City’s vision. The mission and values of the City are defined and the vision is developed. From
that vision, the City establishes strategic focus areas in which goals and measurable objectives are set
 Budget Process:
– Initial revenue and expense are prepared, and then reviewed by the Mayor
– Levels of funding (threshold budgets) for each Department are determined by the Budget Office based on current budget levels, levels of
service desired by the administration, and estimates of available revenues
– Each Department
p
p
prepares
p
its budget
g within the determined threshold amount considering
g City-wide
y
goals and service delivery
g
y objectives
j
– Resulting budgets are reviewed and compiled into the Recommended Annual Budget
– City Council approves the Recommended Annual Budget
Source: City of Tampa FY09 Proposed Budget, RealEstate.com
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